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The Seattle Opera re-

cently hosted the production of the first opera performed entirely in Spanish,"LaFlorencia." A & E,
page 11

News
Edith Wyschogrod retraces

a philosophical journey, as
wellas her ownfeelings about

culture. Page2
Congress remainsinlimbo
regarding student loan tax
ratereductions. Page 3
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Seattle University's School of
Education wasrecently awarded a
$390,000 grant from the Steward
Foundation to establish a Professional DevelopmentCenter.
The Seashore Teaching Center
will develop and offer standardsbased learning activities for
preservice (undergraduate) students, teaching interns and novice
teachers (certifiedteachers withless
than five years field experience).
With additional grants from
Goals 200, Washington Mutual,
Microsoft Corporation and The
Boeing Company, the center will
help strengthen the School of
Education's partnership with the
Shoreline,Everett and Northshore
school districts. It will also help
pilot new programs that align the
professionaldevelopmentof teachers with current school improve-

Opinion

theletters writtenby St.Ignatiusduringhis
ArtistJenniferDixonhand-addressed 7,000 envelopes tosymbolize
"
lifetime. This is one of three displays of her work "amanuensis. See the accompanying story onpage 4.

Recognizingourownprejudices will begin the evaluation of racism in America.
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Davis finds unusual road to common ground

President Clintonmayhave

escaped Paula Jones, but

questions stillremain. Page 7
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OMSA director speaks about student culture, diversity
encesin the past.

SHANE UPDIKE
Staffßeporter

any baggage that the student may
come in with...baggage such as
growingup in anarea thatisracially

"This presentation isdesignedto
needs of young profesEric Davis, Director of Minority sionals and students. It is used to homogenous."
Davis explained that before exStudent Affairs at Seattle Univer- set the table for a discussion ot
pecting
students to be comfortable
sity, will present his ideas on affirmative action at the conferotherculence,"
using
with
Davis said. "I willbe
multiculturalism and diversity at
universitiesand insociety when he music, analogies and stories to ini- tures, they
need to be
gives twotalks ataconference next tiatethe discussion."
is
sessionthat
Davis
comfortable
Thesecond
month.
with and have
"Prerequisites
leading
is
for
called
Davis will be presenting at the
understand
Culand
and
an
Diversity:
Self Awareness
National Conference on Race
more
Ethnicity in Higher education in tural Competency." Thistwo-hour ing of their
Denver from May 28-June 1 The presentation is aimed at higher- ownculture
"The goal
conference willbe attendedby over
shouldbe toget
people culturallycompetent
is a place
to underand
the
where
stand
theselfas
leaders of
a cultural bediversity
meet the

.

ing," Davis
said. "Culture
involves more
thanjust things
like color of

and multi-

cultural
education
give talks
and run
workDavis'
first presentation
will be
"RAP 101:
Affirma-

tive Action
in
the EricDavis
Crossfire."
TheformerCampionHallDirector has given this presentation on
theSU campuspreviously, and has
also presented it at other confer-
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and multiculturalism,"Davis said
"We expect everyone to be on the
same page whenit comes todiversity, and don't take into accoun

teach these cultural skills.
Davis hopes that this presentation will show that, along with the
need for minority studentservices,
there is a also a need for majority
erounawareness so that the majority can become involved in
mul t i
culturalism.
Davis
plans to

Culture involves
than just
things like color of
skin, religious
background and
sexual orientation.
It involves all aspects
of a student's
experience that made
him who he is.

eventually
presentthis

second talk
to administrators at

in
hopes that
someofhis

SU

ideas will
be imple-

mented.
"What

universi-

ties desire
skin, religious
isacampus
background
Eric Davis, SU
where
and sexual oriDirector
of
cross culentation. It intural comMinority Student
volves all asmunication
pects of a
Affairs
between
student's expepeople
of
rience that
backgrounds
and
different
made him who he is."'
Davis suggested thatpeople new ethnicities takes place," Davis
stated. "Cross-cultural communito the university need to be taught
understanding
cation is most effective whena perthe basic skills of
that
sonaccepts whohe is. Itis easier to
their ownculture. Hebelieves
a conversation with a person
or
a
class
for
have
programs
orientation
goodplace
who
is
sure of himself."
be
a
to
freshmen would
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Speaker considers 'the Other'
Wyschogrod looks at philosophy ofLevinas

news
Environmental Services Calls for Waste Reduction
The Environmental Services Office is looking for students,
faculty andstaff to come up with greatideasfor wastereduction
techniques which could be used at Seattle University. The
secondannualWasteReductionIdeas Contestruns from April 6-30. Last year's ideasincluded laminating order forms at campus
eateries and having a "Lights Out" night on campus in the
residence halls. Ideas can be submitted to Chip Romain in the
Environmental Services Office, Campus.ServicesBuilding103.
Romain can alsobereached byphoneat 296-6187, orby e-mail
atjchip@seattleu.edu.

Speech Addresses Grounds of Authority in the Biblical
Tradition on April 16

JohnF. O'Grady,ProfessorofBiblical Theology at Florida's
Barry University, will give a lecture entitled "Freedom and
Authority in theNew Testament andin Catholic Tradition" on
Thursday, April 16. The lecture will be heldin the Wyckoff
Auditorium at 3 p.m. and there willbe refreshments available
afterwards. Theeventis organizedbyStamper ChairofCatholic
Traditions Father John Topel, SJ, who stresses that the eventis
important to bothcampus community membersandnon-community members because it will address Rome's new attempt to
maintain authority over Catholic universities through its local

FatherSullivanDiscusses theIdea ofthe"CommonGood"

I

Seattle University Chancellor Father William Sullivan, SJ,
will present a speech entitled "Civil Society and the Common
Good" at abreakfast to beheldin the Casey Commons on April
14,from7:30to9
a.m. FatherSullivan'sspeechis part ofaseries
ofCivil Society breakfast discussions held on the second Tuesday ofeachmonth, andis co-sponsoredby theInstitute ofPublic
Service withtheCenter forEthical Leadershipandthe Evergreen
State Society. Father Sullivan will examine the notion of the
Common Good in the context of modern-day democracy and
politics. This forum is open to thepublic,and costs$8in advance
or $10 at the door. For more information, call the Institute of
Public Service at 296-5438 or the Center forEthicalLeadership
at (206) 328-3020.
Deadline for Student Recognition Award Nominees Extendeduntil Today
TheStudent RecognitionAwardsCommittee has extended its
deadline for nominations to today, Thursday,April 9. Students
may be nominated by any member of campus,including other
students. There are nine categories in which awards will be
presented, including the Multicultural Awareness Award, the
Spirit of the Campus Award, and the Outstanding Graduate
Student Award. Nominations shouldcontain aletter explaining
how the nominee meets the criteria for the award. For more
information, or to obtain a nomination form, contact Dani
Weintraub at 296-2525.

Marti Campbell
Staffßeporter

"Judaism provides the thorn in
philosophy's side," Wyschogrod
observed.
After the lecture, Wyschogrod
"Philosophy is in crisis, say the
postmodern thinkers.Can philoso- stated that she had written "probphy provide its own critique with- ably the first book, certainly the
out using its own referentiality?" first book in English, about
askedEdith Wyschogrod.
Levinas."
When Wyschogrod was asked
"IfI
am not formyself, whois for
when
I
am
how
she became interested in the
myself,
for
me? And
of Levinas, the author renow,
not
work
what amI?Andif
when?"
in
called
that she had been studying
askedRabbi Hillel the thirdcenphilosophy at Columbia Univertury.
"Just how other is 'the Other'?" sityinNew York City when scholar
askedSeattle Universityprofessor Paul Ricoeurcame to visit.
According
Patrick Burke, on behalf of phiWyschto
losophy studentseverywhere.
The above combination of ogrod,sheand
thoughts and questions have been a few others
relevant to philosophy students or from the uniprofessors for centuries, no matter versity took
how they havebeen phrased.
Ricoeur to see
, Theseissues werealsoaddressed theMuseumof
at the 18th Father Michael T. Modern Art
Toulouse, SJ, Memorial Philosoand to experiencethePolish
phy Lecture on April 2.
Day
Department
of PhilosoParade.
The SU
After
phy sponsored the lecture, which
was held in the in Schafer Audito- Wyschogrod
riumand conductedby internation- informed him that she was most
ally-recognizedphilosophy expert interested in Sarte and MerlcauEdith Wyschogrod. She is the J. Ponty, Ricoeur suggested that she
Newton Rayzor Professor of Phi- consider Levinas as the subject for
losophy and Religious Thought at her doctoral dissertation.
Rice University.
Levinas was a Lithuanian-born
Wyschogrod addressedthe writ- philosopher whose family died in

and theNameless Others," "Spirit
in Ashes, Hegel, Heidegger and
Man-Made Mass Death," and
"Saints and Postmodernism:
RevisioningMoral Philosophy."
Wyschogrod last visited SU in
themid 1980s, uponcompletion of
her book "Spiritin Ashes."
For the past six years,
Wyschogrod, anativeNew Yorker,
has taught at Rice University in
Houston, Texas.
Wyschogrodenjoysbeingincontact with students "who have a
strongbiblical background."
Wyschogrod
said that this interaction Challengesher toplace
the philosophical
conversation in
their context.
Students with
various religious
backgrounds also
have other re-

Wyschogrod
explored the bond
between Judaism
and philosophy...

gional, cultural

and environmental differences to
which Wyschogrod has needed to
adjust to as a teacher.
In her words, Wyschogrod has
had to "rethink some of her metaphors."
Once, when lecturing about the
three-storied universe of heaven,
earth
and the underworld, sheused
ings of philosopher and religious the Holocaust, andhe himselfhad
image
a
of
the
ofa house with a roof, a
prisoner
thinker Emmanuel Levinas (1906- done forced labor as
and a basement. One of
during
main
floor
Germany
warin
WorldWar
-1995), whomade ethical responsiher
then raised his hand
11.
inspite
of
students
hardships
These
came
bility for "the Other" the foundasaid,
never been in a
fact
Levinas
studied
at
and
"I've
analyses.
tion of his
the
that
During the lecture, entitled"For Strasbourg University and at the basement."
It turned out that the soil in the
Whom amI? Questionsofaßabbi, University of Freiburg and was a
soldier,
ofthe worldthat student came
part
accordPhilosopher,"
of
a
French
citizenand
The Answers
from is not firm enough for baseWyschogrod trackedquestionsand ing to his biography.
Unfamiliar withLevinas prior to ments.
thoughts fromRabbi Hillel,a thirdQuestions of cultural difference
centuryintellectual,throughcentu- her conversation with Ricoeur,
preeminent at Thursday
withhis
remained
Wyschogrod
to
"fell
in
love
of
rabbinical
commentaries
ries
evening's
work," and has studied, lectured
lecture. Levinas' deLevinas' thoughts and writings.
writings
remainedin the
cades-old
In this process, Wyschogrod ex- and writtenabout himever since.
by
Wyschogrod in the minds of audience members who
Works
plored the bond between Judaism
and philosophy and theconnection fields of ethics and anthropology, were looking foranswers.
"What tells one to be responof specific Judaic texts to the with a focus on genocide and the
—
work,
Holocaust,
"Totality
and Infininclude: "TheEthics of sible? The face of the Other."
Levinas
Remembering:History,Heterology Emmanuel Levinas.
ity ."

PainHopeAnH
d ealing
On Tuesday, SU
Pastoral Minister
for WeddingsKathy
Collinsandpsychotherapist
and
Spiritual Director
Scan
Patrick
O 'Reilly presented
the multimedia
event "The Hope
and the Pain
of
"
Intimacy.
The

StudentInvolvementSeeksNominees for GraduatingStudent Speak-Out
Graduating Student Speak Out will be held the week of
Monday,May 11throughFriday,May 15. Nominations for the
forums are now beingaccepted. The speak-outs will take place
inthe CaseyAtriumeachday fromnoon to 1p.m. and from3:30
to 4:30 p.m. They are open to the entire campus community to
attend. The chosen students will deliver short talks of 7-10
minutes, addressing theiracademic andpersonalexperiencesat
SU. For more information,contactLiz Skofield at 296-2526,or
e-mailher at skofield@seattleu.edu.

event was spon-

soredbythe Wismer
Women's Center,
Campus Ministry

and the Cultural
Pluralism Project.
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Question of student loans
remains unanswered in D.C.
similar proposal will soon be ad- the interest rate of .80 percent.
This reduction is in accordance
dressedin the House.
However, both student and pro- with1993's Student Loan Reform
At SeattleUniversity and at uni- fessional groups are cautious about Act, whichadvocatedreducingthe
rate from about 8 percent to just
versitiesacross the country,theclass these actions.
a
Interest
Under
7percent,according toBryan
of 1998 is preparing to exit the
PIRG is U.S. Public
Hannegan,
presidentof theNational
inWashingGroup
collegerealm.
Research
based
Association
of Graduate-Profeston,
help
keep
stuD.C. Its members
One ofthe chief concerns of
(NAGPS).
Students
Congress'
proposals
not
of
latest
sional
finding
only
dents at this timeis
track
"This(tax reduction)willdeliver
a job,butalso finding a wayto pay regarding student loans.
thouoff the loan
MeghanSweet

ManagingEditor

Education: program
will include mentoring
From page 1
mentreforms andnew statecerti-

fication standards.
"This partnership wasfounded
onthephilosophy thatthesuccess
of school reform hinges on the
ability of the schooland university educators to model andintegrate their areas of expertise in
promoting theprofessionaldevelopment of teachers," said Margit
McGuire,directorofTeacherEducation at SU.
AccordingtoMcGuire,theprogram will focus on three areas of
professional growth: effective
throughouttheresidency period."
teaching,
The second aspect
professional deof the program will
velopment
andleaderassist preship.
service
to
teachers,
It is designed to
those who
prepare
are still in
novice
classrooms
teachers
themselves, preand undergraduate
paring for
studentsfor
their fu"the real
ture. SUis
currently
world."
working
The first
part of the
colJabormargit McGuire,
program is
ativ c Iy
withNorth
a residency
of
Director
City Elprogram.
Teacher education

.

The impact on Seattle University students
is that they will ultimately pay less interest
once they go into repayment.

tions

"Too
many young

people have

TANGUY MARTIN, SU ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF
FINANCIAL AID AND STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

to mortgage
theirfuture to

get a valuable college
degree," said
U.S.Sen.PattyMurray (D-Wash.)

"We must provide as much access and opportunity to financial
aid, thus allowing students to get a

"BoththeHouse and Senate bill
increase the authorized fundingfor
thePell Grant, but as wehave seen

wh c n

tinuing to escalate at alarming
rates," Frishberg said.

Bycutting theinterest rate,Coninrecent decades,this fundinglevel gress hopes to put a cap on the
good start on frequently has little impact on an- growingnumberofloandefaulters.
"This rate reduction will be the
their ca- nuallyappropriated levels offundreers," ing," saidIvanFrishbergofPIRG's singlegreatest stepour countryhas
li c Higher Education Project.
taken to help student borrowers
W^Jp
added.
Therealhelp for students indebt managetheirgrowingdebt burden,"
Murray may liein aHousedecision tolower Hannegan said.
But eventhis deduction is not yet
is amember of the student loan interest rates.
guaranteed.
According
Frishberg,
to
Concommittee
'] Senate
which addresses
post-secondary

education.
Thiscommitteerecently
approved a billwhich outlinesmeasures to increase Pell Grants and

make financial applications easier.
"Financial aid applications are
tougher than IRS forms," Murray
said. "I know how difficult it can
be to stare at piles of complicated
forms."
"This bill makes applying for
federal aid more user-friendly,"
Murray continued.
The committee's bill will go to
debate in the Senate inMay,and a

Originationfees are currently at 4
percent, which means that a
student taking out a $2,500 loan
never even sees $100 of it.

NEW Course Description

Spring Break 131
Prerequisites:

Lust for life 101, adventure 101 ,fun 101,

andattitude adjustment 401.

DATE 3/25-27/98

LOCATION West

Topics include:

fule J^ye
VW*'

We expect our

novice teachers be
just as good when
entering the

profession as a

teacher who has
been aroundfor 20
years.

Previously,

ementary

there has
been no

iS" CftOtjI? I

help in immersing novice teachersintoschoolclassroomsettings.
Generally,alargenumberofthem

leave withinthe first five years of
teaching because the experience
issooverwhelming. Thefirst part
ofthe residencyprogramwill pair
up novice teachers with experienced teachers who will act as
mentors.

gress and the White House will
most likelyagree onareduction in

I®* 1 ®**
Jjtf*»to* tf^

SHOWBt Aftc S
Best Half-Pipe in Washington

finalexam.Board Stiff111
on3/28/98 at Summit West
& THESUMMrr
Tickets availableatTICKIiiMASn:!?
Get 'em while theylast!

fSUMMiT
THE
AT SNOQUALMIE
For more information call The Summit at (206) 236-7277
www.summit-at-snoqualniie.com

Seattle University AssociateDirector ofFinancial AidandStudent

Employment TanguyMartin stated
that it appears that there will be a
reduction, but that the situation is
still in a "state of flux."
Hanneganandhis colleaguesare
also worried about the influence
that lobbyists for the loan industry
will have on the decision.
NAGPSissuedastatement warning its members that powerfulloan
corporations are threateningto fight
thesereduction measures withfull
legal and political force.
One thing of particular worry to
themis that several loan corporationshave statedthat they willrefuse
todobusiness withuniversities that
support these cuts.
"The lenders' tactics being reported to us by financial aid administrators, students, and the
staff of members of Con- /^
gress are highly question- ftry—i
able," saidNAGPSExecutiveDirector KevinBoyer.
"The real student loan
crisis is rapidly growing jTL.
student debt, not a fictitious crisis of loan availability."
But lobbyists are not the only
obstacle.

Thethirdphaseofthe residency
program involves planning collaborative courses between SU
and the three school districts that
are workingtogether. Thecourses
would beoffered during the academic school yearas wellas during the summer interim, and will
focus on the individual needs of
each teacher,
"The partnership will design
andimplement the nextphases of
the five-yearresidencyprogram,"
McGuire said, "and refine the
teaching performance standards
matrix for professional growth

McGuire compares this to a
medical schoolmodel,where students have someonethat theycan
learn from and "show them the
ropes."
"We expect our novice teachers to be just as good when entering the profession as a teacher
whohas beenaroundfor20 years,"
McGuiresaid. "Theyshouldhave
thesameexactresponsibilities and

expectations."

The second phase of the program will come after the novice
teacher has been in a classroom
setting for one to two years.
The teacher will begin to identify goals for professional growth,
and will be able to look at their
own needs and assess student
learning ina thoughtful way.
Members of Congress have
been debating among them~Cx selves for years over how
C^U cuts like these can be
y^J worked into the budget.
Frishbergstated thatthere
is significant dissent in
3[j*1Congress over just how
thesereductions are going
*i)S to be paid for.
Many Washington leaders strongly oppose using taxpayer dollars to fund them.

/^^ £\r\\
j»l

Ltff V^J

and will
soon set up a program at

Shorewood High School. Both
schools are in the Shoreline I
SchoolDistrict.
College courses willbe taught
at each of the schools, and students willlearnvarious strategies
and techniques that will help
stimulate learning with theirown
students.
Once they have learned the
strategy,they will then have the
opportunity to go into the classrooms and try it out.
"Because they are right on an
elementaryor high school campus, they get to see the children
and other teachers in arealenvironment," McGuire said. "This
is the perfect marriage between
theoryandpractice."
The grant will alsoenable the
School of Education to hire Dr.
MarilynPage, who will serve as
full-time Residency Director.
Page will facilitate the development ofthecurriculum that will
be usedas part of the residency
certification. A part-time assessor willalso be hired to evaluate
the effectiveness of the program.
Several congresspeoplehave also
pointedout that these cuts couldbe
a violation ofthepolicy designedto
balance the national budget.
Frishberg pointed out that the
Washington Post and USA Today
have editorialized against government subsidies to theloanindustry.
Another issue is that of consolidation loans, in which students
group their loans together inorder

See Loans on page 5
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Dixon finds her palate in Jesuit ideals

Campus displays showcase an artist's vision of spirituality
each 'addressed' inlonghand with
a tallying number, Iam creating a

MeghanSweet

ManagingEditor

visual manifestation of (Ignatius')

Seattle University was founded
on Jesuit ideals. They are taught.
They are learned. They are sacred
to the school's mission.
But how does this comitment appear to the outie world?
Artist Jennifer Dixon explores that question in her
new artwork, entitled
"amanuensis."
On display at three campuslocations,Dixon'sshow
reflects her understandingof
the Jesuit spirit andideals.
"I think one of the most
interesting things about my

I

effort," Dixon said. "I see this
aspect of the work as a'behind the
scenes performance' inwhicheach

_

Dixonsaid."Their

dedication to education withanemphasis on service
and a balance betweenintellect and

intuition, self-reflection and compassion parallels
my continued inquiry intopersonal
history and identity, my ongoing
investigation into

smaller
and dis: in a much

Ii
lures

show is that Iamanon-cam-

"The pieces
are inpartinspired
bymy understanding of the Jesuit
philosophy,"

several

I
am interested that the
Jesuits had a desire to balance
the intellect and the heart, as
demonstrated by theirfocus
on service.
— Jennifer Dixon, Artist

pus person who is coming in and
tellingmytake onthe(Jesuit)story,"
Dixon said.
Dixon commented that she did
much readingandresearchin order
to learn about the
Jesuits.

thattaskbecamea bit toodaunting.
"Iended up doingabout 300 envelopes aday," Dixonsaid.
In contrast to the brightly lit and
vast setting of the envelope display, the Kinsey Gallery houses

envelope records the action of a
process."
The envelopes were glued together by Dixon using the actual

1 continue

her

natural materials

[usuallyusenatu-

body," Dixon said. "But in this
caseI
usedseveralmorepermanent
rials to emphasize how theisofspirituality aremoreperma:nt."
"Ilike the way (Dixon) uses
laterialin sortof a tactile way,
;causeit forces you to engage
ith the work," Schulz said.
Besides bringing in an outside perspective and tailoring
herworkto the university'sphilosophies, Dixon also set out to
incorporate the ideas and input
ofcampus communitymembers

I

In the Women's Center, there
is a series of reliquaries and

books which are comprised of
small objects, which Dixon solicited from the campus staff,
faculty and students.
"This seriesis... a way todiscuss how we commemorate
Spectator
Steve Fcwd /
events,experiences,places, reDixon combines natural andpermanentmaterials.
lationships and achievements
the origin of
through
objects, thereby imbuknowledge, and
ing
and
were
with meaning far
adhesive,
objects
envelope
then
those
my interest in the role an artist
than
objects thema
coat
Dixon
the
greater
covered in
of wax.
plays within the community."
selves,"
that,
intended
Dixonsaid.
although
she
Part of the reason that Dixon stated
Several oftheobjectsdonatedby
geared this work towardthe Jesuit to "address" 500 envelopes a day,
themeis because shelikes to tailor
art workfor theplace in whichit
going to be displayed.
This is one of the reasons that
manuensis" iscurrently stationed
threedifferent placeson campus:
c Wismer Women's Center, the
Kinsey Gallery, and the atrium of
For the last three years,
the Fine Arts Building.
our graduates have passed the
"Dixon makespieces that are inWashington State Bar Exam
tended for a specific site," said AsArts
Anof
Fine
sistantProfessor
at an average of 86%*
drewSchulz. "We thoughtitwould
be nice to let her do a number of
installations around campus."
Perhaps,
Schulz stated that work whichis
the best law school
site-specific is not merely crafted
for the academic or intellectual
for a Washingtonian
space itis in,but also for the archiis in Oregon
tectural space as well.
For example, the largest part of
the display is a collection of handThe Northwest's Oldest Law School
numbered envelopes which hang
Willamette University College of Law
down from the dome of the Fine
in
at
collecting
piles
Arts Building,
Founded at Oregon's capitol in 1883
the bottomof its lowest floor.
The envelopesare meant to represent the 7,000letters which were
*
written by St. Ignatius, founder of
Basedon first-time test-takers of the July 1995, 1996
the Jesuits, duringhislifetime.
and 1997 Washington State Bar Exams
"Throughapresentationof7,000
envelopesin the Fine Arts Atrium,

rr

I

PHOTO COURTESY OF JENNIFER DIXON

Dixon 'sartwork often contains imagesof the body, as seenhere.
"Some Fine Arts courses use
these displays as an educational
tool,as do the studio artclasses and

the campuscommunity includeforeign currency, pins from sporting
events,jewelryand bits ofpaper.
Schulz, whois the coordinator of
the KinseyGallery,said thatDixon
became a candidate for exhibition
after she sent slides of her work to
the Women's Center for consider-

sometimes the English Department," Schulz said.
Dixon, who worked steadily on
"amanuensis" since November,
maintains that the artist can benefit
from doing this type of work as

ation.

Dixon's workmarksthe first time well.
"Iam interested that the Jesuits
that therehas been a collaboration
between the Women's Center and had adesireto balance the intellect
theKinseyGallery tobringanartist and the heart, as demonstrated by
to campus.
their focuson service,"Dixonsaid.
that
such
Schulz stated
exhibits
"It makes me question my own
as Dixon's are designed to attract responsibility as an artistas tohow
not only outside people into the Ican and should serve the public."
university,but also students, who
Dixon's show will be on display
receiveeducational benefit.
until May 1.

THE ARMYCAN HELP YOU
GET A $40,000 EDGE
ON COLLEGE.
up to
edge
and
help

earn
on life
you get an
The Armycan
$40,000for college through the MontgomeryGI Bill plus the
Army CollegeFund.

H^^2B
.gdH

Here's how it works.
Enlist for four years. You
then contribute $100 a
month for the first year
from your $11,100 first
year salary.The Army
tll( 'n conlributcs tlie
Mi^HT'y7l
-JM
remainder. Enlist for
jyT
■■M ■■j^&tfj|tej three yearsand you earn
I$33,000 orenlist for two
-"'
years andearn $26,500.
I
zbtemW*-

mm||

R^Hr^^N^^^.

¥^

at^^fl

HWWWwy*^^—^
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Army opportunities
could
trainin one ofover
you
qualify,
day.
If you
get better every
200 challenging and rewardinghigh-tech skillsin fields like

avionics and electronics, satellites and microwave communications, computer and radar operations-just to name a few.
Itmakes sense to earn while you learn.For more information
about getting moneyfor college,call your Army Recruiter today.

1-800-USA-ARMY

ALL YOU CAN BE.
ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
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lobbyists
Loans: student tax rate reductions beingfought bypanies
routinely makeless than 15
aided.
"This willalsobenefitourformer
to makemore flexible payments.
students whoare already in repayCongress has not considered ment, since their interestrate will
these typeof loans in their propos- be reduced as well,"Martin said.
als.
Another question is whether or
"TheSenate shouldconsider the notCongress will agreeto areducinterest-rate onconsolidation
tion in origination fees,
"
loans to be part of any
or the government
proposal on the inter- jr
costsoffundingfi_^<?^\\
*'
fix," /
est
rate
nancialaid.
s^.."y-I*'1 "OSyx
'
Frishberg said. /
Origination
*.—
"Notdoingsosets / sy"'
-\\ fees are currently at 4 perupafalsedis\/y''
tinction
I cent, which
<♥*"jjcj^t^,
\ / means that a
tween
student taking
'
-J^
out
a $2,500 loan
these two\
t
even
\^ never sees $100
But if the
rate is reduced,
Although theHouseis
there will be ben- efits for SU lookinginto origination fee reducanduniversity students everywhere tions,the billbefore the Senate has
"The impact on Seattle Univer- no such considerations.
sity students is that they will ultiGroups such as PIRG and
mately pay less interest once they NAGPS are closely monitoring
go intorepayment," Martin said.
these bills, and while they seem
In addition, alumni whoare still hopeful that a loan tax rate reducpaying off their loans will also be tion will gointoeffect this summer,
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questionsabout thePellGrantsand
the origination fees stillremain.
"Students
should be asking the same
thing being
askedby others
in higher education with
banks offering
30-year fixed

asked.
"And why shouldhigher interest
ratesbemaintained for an industry

Powerful loan corporations are

—

threatening to fight these reduction
measures withfull legal and political

force.

home mortgagesforas low
as 6.625 percent, why does

a federally
guaranteed student loan cost as
much as 8.25 percent?" Boyer

with return on equity as high as 64
percentwhereother financial com-

ipr'ltytW |ftS tHe (jreeN Qijad

STUDY ASIA
SYRACUSE
ABROAD

percent?"he added
Boyer andFrishberg bothadvise
students to get
in touch with
their local
congressperson
and pressure
him or her to
focus on getting assistance
to students in
debt.
To contact
NAGPS, send
e-mail
to
nagps@netcom.com, or call (847)
256-1562.
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The quarterbegan with warm weather,encouraging some students todo their studying outside.

Study-travel in China

Business &
Liberal Arts courses
Generous

grants

&

scholarships

Study
in English

Commencement

f

I

Speaker Jo)antecf!
If you are graduating this Spring
(either as a graduate student or
an undergraduate student) and aspire
to give the Commencement speech,
please apply today!!

Internships

Applications are available at the
Campus Assistance Center
(Student UnionBuilding, first floor)
and the Student Involvement Office
(Student Union Building, Room 207).

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

Applications are due Friday, April 17th,
4:30 p.m., at the Student Involvement Office.

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472
suabroad@syr.edu
http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa

Spectator

Please call Liz Skofield at 296-2525
with questions or concerns.
Hope to hear from you soon!!
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EDITORIAL
Stanford brings new

insight to blood donation
The thought of sharp needles and operating rooms makesmost people
cringe intheir seats. Thesmell of hospital rooms andmedicines discourages many from stepping into hospital facilities. But this week, after
Seattle School SuperintendentJohn Stanford wasdiagnosed with debilitating leukemia, blood banks have seen anincreased number of callers
interested indonating.
Every year, millions of hospital patients dependon the bloodprovided
by banks, leukemiapatients depend onbone marrow donors, and many
rely on themore efficient process of platelet donation. Struggling with
diseases that often limit mobility and coherence, theavailability of blood
should not be an issue for these patients.
The supply of blood banks is often a concern,but still more serious is
the lackofbone marrow forpatients. Caucasianpatients runan80percent
chance of finding amatch, while African- Americanpatients, onthe other
end ofthe scale,havea40percent chanceof findingabonemarrow match.
These low percentagesthreaten the lives ofpatients and for leukemia
patients, where approximately 20 to 25 percent are curedof the disease,
these numbers are discouraging.
For students atSeattleUniversity,several opportunitiesayearare made
available todonate blood.ThePuget SoundBloodCenter organizesblood
drives throughoutthe year,bringingthe necessaryequipment toSU forthe
convenience of students, staff and faculty.
Ourdonations of blood, bone marrow, andeven platelets are important
resources for patients in immediate need for medical care. Stanford's
recently diagnosed illness has brought new insight and interest to the
importance ofdonation,and has indeedincreased the numberofdonors in
the past few days. And while respect for him and recognition of the

—

importance of his job have brought attention to donation, hopefully,
people willrecognize the importanceof donation for allmedical patients,
and donate ona regularbasis.
—
As students at SU, wehavebeen givenmanyopportunities todonate
now we just need toset aside the time tomake this important contribution.
Here on campus, we are literally surroundedby hospitals and patients in
Taking the timeto donate willincrease
theirchances of survival,and perhaps even recovery.
And while we may not know the patients to whom our donations are
delivered, the mere act of donation follows in the Jesuit traditions of
generosityand compassion to which wehave allcommitted ourselves to
atSU.

need ofblood andbone marrow.
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Recognizing prejudice:
We must acknowledge our own actions
and attitudes regarding race and ethnicity
we may not have participated in
an event concerning race that
made it into our history books,
but we still play a role in the

The Japanese internment
camps of World War II have
long been a subject of shame
and silence in America. The
flagship countryoffreedom and
hope for immigrants had yet
againjudged and persecuted a
cultural group,takingawaytheir
freedom, material possessions

and dignity.
Since then, marches for freedomand equality, racialacceptance and awarenesshavebombarded oursociety. Our educational systems have attempted to
recognize cultural differences and
celebratetheir traditions. But with
this process,countless peoplehave
struggledtodefine the complexidea

ofmulticulturalism.
We have seenthis in debatesover
affirmative action,in theOakland
School District debates over the
use of Ebonics, and most recently,
in San Francisco's dilemma over
the implementation of reading list
quotas which would require students toreadaspecific number of
books by authors
of color
Discussion has
begunin thesedis—
tricts a forum
fordebateandrecognition has been

prejudice in this country today.
Iwas surprisedat SeaTac Airport last week when a woman
stomped out of the bathroom,

Katie Ching
Opinion Editor
ableissues ofprejudiceandracism
Evidence ofthis is in the fact that
today, we distanceourselves from

racist events inourcollective past,
blamingand identifyingprejudice

attitudes with people long gone.
The "it's not like that anymore"
idea has been embraced, suggesting that racism and prejudice no
longer exist. With this attitude,
people believe for example, that
the Japanese internment camps
were created by a generation now

commenting on how the cleaninglady answered her questions
in broken English. "Icouldn't
understandher,"shecomplained.

"The least she could do is

—

Iroups

We may not have taken people of
Japanese ancestry to internment camps
or owned slaves in antebellum
America, but we still have a part in

America's prejudice today.

made available to
generation
a
growing up in an
increasingly global society, where
anunderstanding and appreciation
of a diversity of cultures is necessary.

—

Learning from the horrific messages of this country's past slavery, segregation, internment, ignorance and violence willhelp
students todevelop an understanding of the cultures and traditions
which compose this country.
But thefactremains that wehave
not learned from these instances.
Wehave not yet begunan effective
dialoguetoaddresstheuncomfort-

—

aging ontheirporches andinretirementhomes. But what is notrecognized is that wehavelearned from
those people, wehave valuedwhat
they have said and how they have
acted because they are our grandparents, our aunts or our uncles,

maybeeven ourownparents. With
these unconsciously learned attitudes and beliefs, we continue to
perpetuate a more subtle form of
racism.
We may have notmarchedthose
of Japanese ancestry to camps, or
bought andsoldslaves on auction;

to

learnEnglish after all, she'sin
Americanow."
As ifAmerica is thelandof apple
pies andbaseball games,ofnuclear
families with blond pigtails and
sprawling front lawns. While this
woman may not have thought anythingof hercomment, it isincidents
suchas this that perpetuatethe racist and unjust ideas of our past.
Frustrations withthosewhocan' t
speak the "native language" of
America, orour thoughtsand assoc ia t ions
which generalize
different racial

all conibute to a lack
f progress and
rareness, connuing the per-

of the

leasofracial injuality that extedmoreovertly

;nturies ago.

In order to move towardawareness,understandingand acceptance,
we must be able to recognize these
less obvious points in our lives.
Only then can we continue the
movements toward a more equal
and understanding American culture.

Katie Ching is a freshman
majoring inbiology. Sheisalso
the opinion editor of The
Spectator. Her e-mailaddress
is khching@seattleu.edu.
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Jonesboro: the problem with embracing violence
Unless you've been living

is an obvious and forceful argument. But what about the
tougherquestions: should responsible adults own guns,
even if they live alone or if
children neverhave access to
their guns? Isour society beingstrengthened(orevenpreserved) by guns?

underarock, you'yeprobably
heard about the shooting in
Jonesboro, Ark., where two
boys,ages11and 13,shotfour
students and a teacher at a
middle school onMarch 24.
Just after Thanksgiving of
last year ina similar incident,
three students were gunned
down by a teenage classmate
at a school in Paducah, Ky.
Here in this state a few years
ago, a student felled some of
his classmates with a gun in
Moses Lake. Gun violence is
everywhere in America,even
Associate Sports Editor
within its schoolhouse gates.
Hearingabout the Jonesboro
tragedy, the latest in a slow but and cruel rhetoric that does not
steady streamofstudent shootings, advance ameaningful dialogueon
made me furious. However,for the the subject of guns.
Icould also raise many stock
sakeof writing a column withreaarguments against guns: they are
son, Imust restrain myself.
You see, with shootings in such intended to destroy things; they
places as Arkansas and Kentucky, can produce death quickly; kids
it's so tempting for me, apassion- gainingaccess toguns is asure-fire
ately anti-gun individual, to bring formula for disaster, etc., etc.
But there must be a deeper and
outterms like "hick,""gun-toting,"
"militia-hugging,"and"NRA-lov- morecompelling reason forelimiing" todescribethe pro-gun move- natingguns from oursociety. The
ment.But that's shallow,offensive potential for kids to killother kids

Thecentralreason whyguns
should be de-emphasized in
our society if not elimi—
nated is that Americans as a
people embrace violence as a
moral agent. Americans use
violencetoenforcejustice outside the legal arena, and they
endorse violent punishments
to promote justice in the legal

—

Matt Zemek

world.

Consider this:Catholics support
the death penaltyby athree- to-one
margin. Yes, Catholics, who are
not supposed to take a rigid or
fundamentalist view of the Bible,
overwhelmingly endorse an eyefor-an-eye kind of justice in this
country.

Violent punishment was advocatedinOldTestamenttexts,andit
still is, by a strong majority of
Americans (Where is Jesus' New

Testament ethic when you really
needit?Besides,wasn'tJesuskilled
by the death penalty anyway?).
Tofurther affirm America's desire for the death penalty law as
violent moral avenger and equalizer look back to the 1988 presidential campaignbetween George
Bush and Michael Dukakis.
A strongBushad in favor of the
death penalty was amajor factor in
his victory. The ad, called the
"Willie Horton" ad, focused on
Dukakis' criminal furlough program when he was governor of
Massachusetts. The ad noted that
Horton,aconvictedmurderer,killed
again after he was released from
the furloughprogram. A message
of"lawand orderthrough violence"
waswidely endorsedby theAmerican people.
It is clear that,inside and outside
the Catholic Church, Americans
want law, reinforced by the death
penalty, to bethemoralequalizer in
society,bringingproportional violence to criminals in the process.
Support for the death penalty is
so extensive that in the wake of the
Jonesboro shooting, aDemocratic
Arkansas legislator (noteworthy

—

—

Americans have their Starr
On Monday, March 30,

comes from the Jonescase, it

U.S. District Court Judge
Susan Wright madean un-

expected and far-reaching
decision whenshe dismissedthe civilcase PaulaJones
brought against President
Bill Clinton. Even though

chances for a successful appeal.

to argue for impeachment.

Jones may begonefor now,butif
shewinsherappeal,thepresident

However,any kindofperjury

or obstruction of justice
chargesare severe enough to
warrant impeachment, regardless of where the evidence originated. If the evidenceis there, it mustbeacted
upon.
Although this is a major
political victoryfor thepresident, Jones and her lawyers
have maintained they will
appeal Wright's ruling. This
appeal will likely end up in
the Supreme Court, which
ruled earlier that her case
could still go to trial even though
Clintonis asittingpresident. Cur-

the decision was handed

down nearly a week and a
half ago,the impact is still
being felt in all areas of the
American political system.
Wright's ruling was unexpected,surprisingnearlyeveryone. It caught me completely off guard when I
pickedup thenewspaperlast
Tuesday. Many arguments
have been made regarding
the impact of this ruling on the
president, and the continuing investigation by independent counsel Kenneth
Starr. Clinton is elated
about the ruling, while

IAY BALASBAS

Starrcontendsthatit will
havenoimpact on his in-

Spectator Columnist
if any of thesecharges prove to be
true,the impeachmentproceedings

that could help or hurt Jones'

would be nearly impossible

couldberight back wherehe was
before heleft for Africa.
Nonetheless, the judge s ruling notwithstanding, the Jones
case hasdebilitated the president
and caused him all kindsof politicalandpotentially catastrophic
legal problems since it was

brought forward. Granted, some
of the argumentsin hercase may
have been weak on alegal basis,
but it still raises the question of
ethics in leadership. Those who
arguethat allofthishasdistracted
the president from his work
should have thought this would
happen with the president's
troubled past. A majory of those who voted

CampusComment

Should the PaulaJones case
have been dismissed?
—
causeitisridiculous
should
—
money andresources
not be focusing its —

vestigation. However,
there are still major issues unresolved in
Clinton's affairs,andthis
rulinghas morepolitical
"I feel that she didn't have enough
implications than legal
evidence." MelLsaRuttinger,senior,
ones.
Criminal Justice
Clintonleft home fora
12-day tour of Africa
"Iagree with the dismissal,because I
wearyand anxious abou
think the whole sexualharassment thing
his problems. He reis getting out of hand, and in her case
turned with a major poespecially, Ididn't really see that what
litical victory, discover
shewasdoing wasworthwhile." Amy
ing that the Jones case
Fowler,sophomore, Biology
had been dismissed: He
stillfaces problems from
"Ithink that it wasokay that the Paula
Starr, whois still investi
Jones case was thrown outof court, begatingchargesofperjury
forcing others to commit
perjury, and attempting obstruc- should immediately begin. Some
tionof justice.Istillmaintain that have argued that if the evidence

—

■

this country

onthis enterprise." KristiJohannscn,
freshman,Journalism
"I really can't comment, because Bill
Clinton'ssexlife isnoneofmy business."
Joe Moore, sophomore,Physics

—

Campus CommentiscompiledbyErin
Carlile.

■

rently, the SupremeCourt is hearingother sexual harassment cases

elected Clinton. Hopeully, they were aware
us current situation
might arise. We as votrsshouldremember that
thics are important in
good and smoothleaderhave alwaysmainship. I
tained this,andIstilldo.
now, in reality, no
c can change Wright's
ling. Thus, justicemust
rely on Starr's continued
investigation. Soon,Starr
willhaveareportreadyfor
Congress and the Americanpeople. Then wecan
begin to assess the future
forClinton.

tFor

Jay Balasbas is a
sophomore majoring
in political science.
His e-mail address is
balasbas @ seattleu.edu.

since Bill Clinton, an Arkansas
Democrat himself,has donemuch
tomaketheDemocratsapro-death
penalty party after many years of
opposition)proposed thatchildren
should be tried as adults, regardless of their age.
This proposal would amend current Arkansas law, whichallows for
children 14yearsoroldertobetricdas
—
adults.Legislators proddedby their
—
constituents aresoinfatuated with
the death penalty that they view gassing or frying kids to be better than
dealing with their emotional problems.

Let'sbring the focus back to guns.
Guns enter this debateinmattersoutside the legal or legislative arenas.
Citizens acquireguns topreserve the
socialorderbefore thelaw isforcedto
—
restore it inother words, todefend

themselves.This popular lineofrea-

—
soning "taking the law into your
—

own hands" supports the contention that Americans view gun violenceas thenon-legalcomplement to
—
the death penalty asocialstabilizer
that makes vengeanceunnecessary.
Well, what then do we say to
society's criminals in all this? Sure,
there aresome sickos out there who
killforthefunofit,butkillingsusually
aretheresult ofemotionalpassion or
economicneed.
This is not an escapist argument
that contends that criminals are victims.It is merely a recognitionthat
criminals, like youandme, arc weak

human beings whose mistakes are
simplymoresevere.Placedinagonizing or desperate situations,criminals
succumb to the urge toresort to violence to set things right from their
viewpoint.
Killingasjustice.Hmmm. Sounds

familiar.
On the wrong sideof the law
and even outside the law, it
seems that Americans of various moral backgrounds look to
violence to establish justice.
For violence to be so central to
the preservation of our social
and moral order is fundamentally wrong and unacceptable
from any religious viewpoint,
let alone Christianity and Catholicism. That's the best and
most enlightened argument I
can make against the need for
adults,responsible though they
may be, to own guns. It's an
argumentthat transcends mean

rhetoric or stock arguments.
Idon't care what side you
take in this argument. The important point is that we must
all work to address structural
social problems and to meet

the emotional needs of those
around us. If gun owners help
reduce problems that incline
human beings toward violence,
Ican accept the fact that they
own guns. Why? Because I
know that they,along with me,
are working to bring about a
day when owning a gun won't
be necessary in America.
MattZemekisaseniormajoring
in journalism. He is also the
associate sports editor of The
Spectator.
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SUfreshmen coachandbond with a St.Joseph s volleyball team
Northgatepizza
parloron Satur-

Jesse Woldman

AssociateFeatures Editor

day night, sharing some last
laughs andboytalk before the
off-season.

'?jfe ifth-grade girls can be diffideal with. They have a
tendency to giggle and talk incessantly, withboysbeingthe topic of
theirconversation more often than
not. Their energy seems to never
cease, making college students
seemold and frail incomparison.
So why would two Seattle University students want to spend four
hours a week with 15 fifth-grade
females?
To teach themhowtoplay a sport
they've never played before, of
course. Add this formidable task
onto the predisposed nature of the
prototypical fifth-grader, and one
has a mighty big job in front of

cult

to

them.

"Afterdinner,

Translation:students havepretty
good
track records this year as
over
house for a coaches. Thesuccesshas prompted
sleep- over and Schwartz to say thathe would like
destroyed the anevencloser relationshipbetween
place," Oakes CYO and SU students to e^xist.
said, laughing.
"It'sbeenhit-or-miss inthepast,"
When it was Schwartz said of finding SU stuall said and dents to coach CYO teams.
"We have always put up ads on
done,
the
coaches were campus over the years because of
the ones wish- the affiliation between SU and St.
ing the season Joe's. We often askfor coaches at
could go on a the 5:30 p.m. Mass, which some
little bit longer. SU students attend."
Upcoming sports events in the
"I'm really
over,"
sad it's
CYO league include soccer and
cross-country, both in the fall.
said.
Oakes
said that there will be
miss
them
Schwartz
"I'll
'
(thegirlson the over20 soccer teamsat St. Joseph s
team)more than next year, with at least two teams
theactual thrills foreach grade level.
Why somany teams? With 624
of the games."
students, Schwartz said that St.
"It
was
the
Molly McCarthy / Photo Editor
personalities of Joseph's is the "biggest Catholic
the girls that elementary school this side of the
coaching
aSt.
Dominika Wrozynski, SUfreshman,phonedherfriendMichelle Oakes about
madeit somuch Mississippi."
Joseph's volleyball team after spotting a notice inConnolly Center.
Neither WrozynskinorOates had
fun,"sheadded.
Onepersonality they won't soon coached volleyball before this year,
They took over a team full, of victory along the way at St
forget came from agirl whohad an but both hope to be back next year
girls who must have been pretty Monica'sSchool.
The girls
unfamiliar with the volleyballlingo.
Bump? Set? Spike? During the also began
team' s first practice,Wrozynski and forming a
Oat c s bond with
might as their two
well have coaches ,
to

(Wrozynski and

Oakes did great
job. They took on

filled

with beginners,
and showed lot
of enthusiasm.

job
"When I

wasinvolved
the
with
CYO,I
had a
great time,"

Wrozynski said. "We decided to
give coaching a shot."
They didn't realize what they
were gettinginto.

The signstated that St. Joe's had
anopening forthesixth-gradegirls'
volleyball team, but when they
called,the studentsdiscovered that
thatpositionhadalreadybeen filled.
Instead,they weretoldthat the fifthgraders needed a coach.
"We originally wanted to coach
the sixth-graders, who had a little
more experience (playing volleyball),"Wrozynski said.

sport.

they all came

As volunteercoaches for thefifthgrade girls volleyball team at St.
Joseph's School this spring,
Dominika WrozynskiandMichelle
Oakes,SU freshmen,accomplished
this very task.
"It wasa lotof work,andkindof
stressful at times,"Wrozynski said.
"But it was also a lot of fun."
Wrozynksi spotted a sign in
Connolly Center last month about
an opening for volleyball coaches
at St. Joseph's, a grade school affiliated with the Catholic Youth
Organization. A Seattle native,
WrozynskiplayedCYObasketball
at an early
age, and had
played volleyballgrowing up as
well. She
phoned
a
Oakes,
a
long-time
a
friend and
former volteam
-leyb a 1 1
standout at
Seattle Prea
p ar a t or y
School, and
the two decided to apMaurine Cartano,
ply for the
CYO President

large

students coached two St. Joseph's
basketball teams to nearly undefeated records.Although the girls'
volleyball team finished withalessthan-stellar record, Oakes and
Wrozynski helped tostirup excitement for a previously unfamiliar

been who,

speaking
Greek.
To these
players, a
"bump"
was
a
blemishon
the skin,
not a technique for
hitting the
ball. A
"set"could
refer to a
lot
of
things, but

at

eightor nine
years their
senior, took

onasiblinglike role.

girls more than
I'm really sad it's over. I'llmiss the
—
the actual thrills of the games it was their
personalites that made it so much fun.
Michelle Oakes, SU freshman and CYO

"We re-

ally felt like
big sisters,"
Wrozysnki
said. "They
(the girls on the team)becamereally attached tous. They would tell
us stories about themselves,ask us
if we hadboyfriends, and do other
cute things."
The teampracticedfor four hours

during the week, playing games
an against other CYO teams on the
not
open- weekends. Theyfinished their seahanded tap son with two games last weekend,
to another dropping both. The process made
player on the team. And the overthe season,though,did notgo
"spike?" That was a bad haircut unnoticed.
"We improved a lot,especially
thathad goneout of stylein the late
on serving," said Leslie Phillips,
'80s.
Thecoaches had some explain- oneof the girlson the team. "In the
ing to do.
last game,Igot allmy serves over.
They(thecoaches)encouragedusa
really
exciting,
because
"It was
most of the players were learning lot."
Rachel Snider, another player,
from scratch,"Oates said. "It was
difficult at first,butthey wereall so agreed.
learned
"Wehad agreat timeandI
eager to learn that it worked out
alot," Snidersaid."At practice, we
fine."
After the girls learnedthe basics, had the most fun divingfor balls."
Despite their slow finish,the team
they played against other CYO
teams, and managed to pick up a celebrated with a party at a
certainly

my

volleyball

coach

if their schedules permit,
CYO Co-President and Volleyoccasion,
ball
Coordinator Maurine Cartano
girl
Onone
the climbed
up the hoop,thenproceeded topull was impressed with the coaches'
herself directly through the basket performance, sayingthat she would
"absolutely" hire Wrozynski and
before resting on the rim.
Oakes
back next year.
"After that, weall startedcalling
'
"They did a really great job,"
her 'The Human Basketball,'
Cartanosaid. "They took onateam
Oakes said.
The overwhelming thing filled withbeginners,and showeda
Wrozynski learned as acoach was lot of enthusiasm. One parent said
that in sports,everyone shouldhave that they were much less self-abtheirroleand not try to transcendit. sorbed than past coaches."
"Players should play, coaches
When they doreturn,Wrozynski
should coach, refs should watch and Oakes planon seeing the same
closely, and parents should watch faces that they worked with this
and cheer,"Wrozynski said."When spring.
"All the girls said theyare comIwas playing volleyball, Idon't
back," Wrozynski said.
ing
competithink Ieverrealizedhow
Getting
interesting
was
see
15 fifth-graders to agree
to
tive it is. It
something?
at
on
That alone is somereact
the
parents
how the
would
thing to beproud of.
games."
CYO Co-President JaySchwartz
Thoseinterestedin coaching
said that there are plenty more opCYOteam
nextfallshouldcona
portunities forSUstudents tocoach
Schwartz, at 323tact
Jay
youth teams. In February, four
-6842.
uncanny knack for climbing upon
basketball hoopsduringpractice.
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Sacraments and Smiles

Sheila Barnes brings the gift of humor to Campus Ministry
ELIZABETH CIEPIELA
StaffReporter

and

ADRIANA JANOVICH

Associate Features Editor

On theday ofherFirstCommunfelt happy,proud,
and extremely grown-up.
Finally, she would be able to
walk downthe aisle withthe restof
the adults, while her younger sibion, Sheilaßarnes

lings waitedbehind in thepews.
Thespecial ceremonyproceeded
smoothlyuntiltheassociatepastor,
who wanted to show off the
children's knowledgeoftheCatholicChurch after many preparatory
classes, asked

the communicants,
"What is it that makes us strong?
What helps us? What gives us
strength?"
Barnes promptlyraisedher hand,
and the associate pastor called on
herin front of the entire congregation.
Much tohis chagrin, sheproudly
answered, "Spinach," thinking of
the popular cartoon character
Popeye.
Theaudience burstinto laughter
as the associate pastor turned beet
red.
Throughout her life, Sheila
Barneshas managedto mix laughter and religion, a talent she brings
toher position asFaithFormations
'
Coordinatorat SeattleUniversity s

CampusMinistry.
"When wetalk abouttheChurch

H"
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turns out to

be funny.
After preparing and

lames cide how to live her life. They
inspired her to dedicate her life to
God.
final profesBarnes spent the nextpart of her
sion of the life workingavarietyofjobs from

includeda "light

tapping" on the
cheek from the
bishop.
would offiAccording to
Barnes, "This
was a reminder
member of
that you became
TERRENCE IHNEN / SPECTATOR
strengthened in
Christ."
Sheila Barnesleads confirmationandRCIA classes throughSU's Campus
During her Ministry. Shehas worked on campusfor a yearand a half.
confirmationceremony, the presiding bishop "tapped" Barnes events attest to God's sense of huharder than she expected, causing
It washer jobto greetthe congre"Usuallywhenpeoplereceive the gation and welcome to the imporher to falloffher kneeler.
WhileBarnes,known tomany as sacraments it's a serious occasion, tantevent.
However,thepresidingpriestap"SisterSheila," admitstheincidents and people areprepared for them,"
parently forgot about Barnes,standwere embarrassing at the time, she Barnes said.
now believes the unexpected and
"But occasionally, we're notpre- ing next to the podium not far from
funny episodes in these significant pared for the unexpected."
him, and her short speech.
With Barnes waiting patiently
nearby, he

DISCOVERY GROUP LEADERS:

Work With co-leader to coordinate
group activities

community that willfoster
relationships among group members

- serve as theprimarylinkbetween
GROUP MEMBERS ANDTHE GRADUATE
ASSISTANT
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- SUB 207

S-CAC
SSSSUB

OMSA
isc

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: WEDNESDAY. APRIL 22
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LAURIEX 2625 OR ANN X 6034
INTHE NEW STUDENTPROGRAMS OFFICE

grew up attending both Catholic
andpublic schools.
At an early age, she felt touched
and inspired by the message of

Saint Francis of Assisi.
"Hissenseofhospitality,how he
studying for welcomed all people, hisrelationeightyears to ship withallofcreation,respect for
join everything as a gift, his poorness,
Franciscan and simple way of living are all
isters of things that are important to me,"
'enance and Barnes said.
Christain
Saint Francis' teachingshelped
Charity, Barnes shape her values and de-

of confirmation

- createa Welcoming andsupportive

Wm

unexpected

i

contin v c c'

J

untilthe firsi

the celebration right uf
reading.
The audi

H-

s

Often, the

munion.
At the timeshe
was growing up,
part of the ritual

DISCOVfeRY GROUP LEADERS
WANTED!
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and our relations
to God and the
sacraments, we
oftenthinkitis so
serious that it is
devoid of laughter,"Barnes said.
"Butin reality,
it'sboth."
The humorous
occurences at
Barnes' sacramentsdid not stop
after First Com-
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ence dutifully took
their seats ir
the pews.
"I waslef
standing
there," re-

membered
Barnes, who,

after nearly
30 years, is
taking
a
leave of ab-

sence from
her obligations to hei
religious
community.

Although
Barnes decided to take
a two-year
hiatus from
t
h
c
Franciscan
sisters, she
says she is

New York to California.
After teaching junior high
school, working as a school administrator, serving as a hospital
chaplain, and working as apastoral
assistant, Barnes accepted a parttime position at SU as the Faith
Formation Coordinator a year and
a half ago.
At Campus Ministry,she helps
prepare people, mostly SU students, for the sacramentof confir-

mation.
She also helps adults on campus,includingstudents, and members of the community get ready
for theRite of ChristianInitiation
for Adults (RCIA).

Barnes works off-campus as a
spiritual director, "a person who
walks withothersintheirfaithjourney," as well.
"They are both
with
journeys
God," Barnes explained.
"My goal is that
the Faith Foundations program that
we have at SUcan
continue to grow."
AlthoughBarnes
does notknow what
paths shemay take
in the future, she
has faith and hope.
Whatever happens, she is sure to
keep her sense of
humor.
"We allhaveour
own journeyinlife

Usually when
people receive
the sacraments
it's a serious
occasion, and

people are
prepared for
them. But

occasionally, we
are not

prepared for
the

unexpected.
Sheila
Barnes,
Campus

to travel,"shesaid.

"We all have a
calling from God,
sometimes it just
takes us longer to
hear it," Barnes
continued.
"God speaks to
usinalotofdifferent ways, such as
through nature,

music andfriends.

We can choose to
respond or not. I
hope to continue
to grow byhelping the formative
work with,"
process of thepeopleI

Ministry

"not just
seeking my own answers, but following a sense of inviation from
God," and is not certain what the
time away will bring.
Originally from New York,

Barnes, the oldest of four children,

she said.
"A sacrament is an opportunity
for growth, celebration and even

humor."
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Lip-Sync/Suitcase Dance
both a smashing success

mm-MB

Katie McCarthy
Stajfßqjorter
Was that really the Spice Girls
performinglive in Campion Ballroomlast Saturday night?
Close, but not quite.
It was the talentedgroup calling

themselves "Your Roommate's
Bra." They wereone of themany

Alphonse Mucha:
"The Spirit of Art Nouveau"
This major international art exhibition will openSaturday,
May 23 at the Frye ArtMuseum. Mucha isknown as oneof
the creators of Art Nouveau. The exhibition consists of
theatrical posters, illustrations,jewelry andsculpture, and will
continue until July 19. The Frye is located at 704 Terry Aye.
and admissionand parking is free. Call (206) 622-9250 for
more details.

impersonators to take the stage at
Seattle University's ASSU sponsored Lip-Sync competition.
The announcers for the evening
were the talentedandhilariousduo

Dave Doran and Charlie Quigg.
The two juniors entertained and
helpedannounce thewinners of the
evenings heated "lip-off."

Fresh off SpringBreak, students werecaught enjoying themselves.
The talented quartet showed off
their talent with well-rehearsed
dance andpantomime to "Kung-Fu
Fighting" andthe theme song from
"Grease." But what swayed the
judgeshad tobe their hilarious ap-

involving the audience," Father
Venker said, "and showed good

choreographeddancing."

ing of"BBCHeaven"fromthefilm

"AustinPowers:InternationalMan
of Mystery." These ladies more
than earned the $75 prize.
"Transformation," featuringJustin Mcßride, MattBurchand RobertRivers,useda greatmixofsongs,
some hysterical moves and outrageous outfits to capture the third-

Cornish Dance Theater Spring
1998 Concert
This concert features choreography by Bebe Miller,Mark
Borchelt, Mark Kane and Wade Madsen. Tickets are $7
general admission,$4 for students and seniors. Itruns April
17and 18 at theBroadwayPerformance Hall, at 1625 Broad-

place prize of $50. Their performance involved a game of poker,
war,peace andfinished up with an
'

way Aye.Call the CornishEventsLine at (206) 726-5066 for
moreinformation.

impersonationofthegoodol Jesuits.

Speakingof Jesuits, there were

Shakespeare in the Park:
"Love's Labours Lost"
Cornish Collegeofthe Arts' third-year actingstudents will
perform Shakespeare'sgiddy and poetic exploration oflove
discovered, lovelostandlovepostponed. This versionof the
bard's work isdirected by Stephanie Shine,associate artistic
directorof the Seattle ShakespeareFestival.Theproduction,
which will be held at Volunteer Park, runs Friday through
Sunday, April 24-26,andon Saturdayand Sunday,May 2-3.
Showtime oneach day is 3:30 p.m. Admissionis free for all
performances.

three men in particular that made
cameo appearances. Father
Janowiak, Father

Juniors Tara Riley, SaraSzalay,
Diane Kinkbonner, Sarah Fischer
andGerry Madieraadded their own
personalstyleand pizzazzas "Your
Roommate's Bra" to takehomethe
$100 first-place prize. This group

Venker and FatherGillis gavetheaudience a good
laugh with their impression of the
real "Men in Black."

This event is an old tradition that
was only just revived last year.
Held next door to the Lip-Sync,

students purchasedraffle ticketsfor
$ 1 for a chance at winning various

of sultry ladies performed a wellchoreographeddance to a popular
Spice Girls tune.
Assistant Campion Hall director Ciemeva Foster, Father Paul

prizes.
Even though the prizes are kept
secret till the endof the dance, the
grandprize has always beena spectacular trip to a mystery U.S. city.

Janowiak,SJ,Father Josef Venker,

"c lINTTF'"
Ever) Thursday!
7

After the Lip-Sync, it was time
forstudents toget down andboogie
at theresuscitated Suitcase Dance.

SJ.andFatherßodgerGillis, SJ.all
had the tough job of judging the

Last year, the grandprize was a
trip to SanFrancisco.

contest.

"Thedanceis called the Suitcase
Dance because we used to have
people bring their suitcases, and
the winner would immediately
leave from the dance," explained

They took a whileto decide, but
a charismatic group of ladies calling themselves"PrivateReserves"
stole the show with mixedmelodies and lots of laughs to win second place. The group consistedof
Carrie Geraghty,LizDolan,Karen
Okamura and MandyMatzke.

AnishaHathiramaniof RHA.

There wasoneperformer,sopho-

$7.00 "17" New YorkPizza
(Toppings not included)

Fieaie mention tfw ca wn*nwpMnp VIM cay wtti StudtmID. Coid

FREE DELMRY!

"
CORNEROF I-TH & MADISON TREE PARKLNG [N REAR

322-9411

All photosby Steve
Ford/ Spectator

more Brian Gonzales, who did not
win aprize, but won theaudience's
attention and participation.
Gonzales gave his own artistic
renditionof thesong "Lick-a-Shot"
by Cyprus Hill. He got the audience out of their seats with a hot
beat along with a few makeshift
props that made his performance
morememorable.
However, some of the audience
members wereoffended byhisperformance.
Father Venker felt that even
This year, however,the winners
though Gonzales didn't wina prize, will have to wait until the Memohe deserved honorablemention.
rial Day weekendbefore they em"Ithought Briandidagoodjobof bark their trip.
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"La Florencia" neo-classic Mexican magic
A mystical yet apt tribute to Nobelist Gabriel Garcia Marquez

DonaldMabbott

of Solitude," afterMarquezrecom-

passengers is swept away by cl

Arts & Entertainment Editor

mended Fuentes-Berain to put
words to Catan's incredible melodies.
"Florencia" tells the story of a
riverboat journey down the Ama-

Amazonas.

While "La Florencia en el
Amazonas" has come and gone
fromthe stageofTheSeattle Opera
House, the memory and the mes—
sageareboth veryclear itis never
too late to spread your wings and

zon on which famous operasinger

fly.
As the first Mexican opera and
the first opera sung in Spanish,
"Florencia" proved to a sold-out
premiere audience the viability of
meshing traditional opera with a
Neo-Romantic style sung to an al-

ready musical language.
And what a result.

Thisrare20th-century operahad
it all: compelling songs, endearing
characters and anengaging story.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE SEATTLE OPERA HOUSE

The castof "LaFlorencia en elAmazonas.

The warm, humble spirit of the

winning author Gabriel Garcia

opera is embodied in the man to
whomitpayshomage,Nobel Prize-

Marquez.

"

BerainandcomposerDanielCatan

dedicated

Librettist Marcela Fuentes-

iuez
"Florencia" toMarquez,

"

bestknownforhis novel 100Years

His return compels him and his
wife, the audience, and the diva to
realize that love, like the elusive
butterfly, requires determination,
patience and a willingness to em-

Florencia Grimaldiis returning for
aperformance at the famous opera
house in Manaus,Brazil.
Nearly 20 years ago, the diva
made a similar voyage with her
lover, who mysteriously disappeared intothejungle whilesearching for exotic butterflies.

brace freedom.
Just as the story nears a fortellable
—
happyending thecouplereunited,
the younglovers embrace, the journalist gets her story andthe divaher
song— a cholera outbreak on

Grimaldi is joined on the good
ship El Dorado by anadventurous
journalist,adiscontentfirstmate,a

Florenciais able to findcompletion
to her journey home and blossoms
into a new spirit.

feuding, middle-aged couple, the
ship's captain, and a mysterious
native guide namedRiolobo.
But a storm ensues before the
travelers reachManaus.The vessel
nearly tips over, and one of the

Manausstops theconclusionshort.

With Riolobo's help, however,

While technically all the voices
of the show were penetrating, the
voices of Sheri Greenwald as
Florencia, Yvonne Gonzales as
Rosalba and Greg Fedderly as
Arcadio were particularly memo-

rable.
Like "Showboat," all of

"Florencia's" action takes place
upon apaddle-wheelriverboat.
The director took special care
not to let the smokestack, the glit-

teringrainor the enchantingmovements of the ship, however, todistract from this wonderful story.

Don't miss "La Florenciaen el

OVER ONE MILLION OF
THE BEST MINDS IN
AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
it comes to planning a comfortable future, Americas best and
brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF.
With over $200 billion in assets under
management, we're the worlds largest
retirement system, the nations leader in
customer satisfaction*! and the overwhelming choice of people in education,research,

Today. TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even more ofyour financialgoals,
From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs
to mutual funds, you'll find the flexibility
and choice you need, backed by a proven
history of performance, remarkably low
expenses, and peerless commitment to
personal

andrelated fields.

Find Out For Yourself
To learn more about the world's
premier retirement organization, talk to
one of our retirement planning experts

When

Expertise You Can Count On
For 80 years, TIAA-CREF hasintroduced
intelligent solutions to Americas long-term
planning needs. We pioneered the portable
pension,invented the variable annuity, and
popularized the very concept ofstock investing
for retirement.In fact, we manage the largest
stock account in the world.
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Injury-ridden Softball team struggles
Lady Chieftains battle misfortunes, remain optimistic
Jason Lichtenberger
Associate Sports Editor

Being a first-year program is^a
difficult task in its own, but the
softball godshavenotbeen friendly
to theSeattle University women's
softball team.
Numerous injuries have plagued
the LadyChieftainsall yearintheir
quest to establish respectamongst
their peers in their first season as a
varsity team.

"Rightnow, dealing with the injuries is really hard,"said freshman
pitcher Katie Shrope. "Hopefully,
some of our players will be returningsoon.oritcouldendupcausing
further problems."
The team startedtheseasonwithoutReginBeeter,BeckyMann and
Heather Scobee.
A few days ago,pitcher Cheryl
Johnson suffered an ankle injury,
leaving the team with only one
healthypitcher and nine totalplayers to face theNAIA's20th-ranked
team in the national poll.
The good news for the Lady
ChieftainsisBeeter mayreturnnext
week after it wasthoughtshe would
probablymiss theentire seasondue
to an injury in her lowerback.
The freshman wasexpectedto be

theace oftheall-freshmanpitching

staff, and her return would be a
hugesighofreliefas theLadyChief-

tains attempt to rebound from a
very rough start.
"I'mreally anxious toget back,"
Beetersaid. "Knowing that we're
really low in numbers,Ihope I
can
just contribute in some way. Just
getting abody out there willhelp."
Over the past week, the team
dropped two doubleheaders to
NCIC foes, two of those losses
counting against the Lady
Chieftains' conferencerecord.
On Saturday, the Lady Chieftains traveled to Whitworth toface
the Pirates in desperate need ofa
victorytokeeptheirdwindlingplayoff hopes alive.
Their sluggish startto this game
did not help themmuch.
ThePiratesexploded for fourruns
on six hits in the first inning, and
added two more in the second to
take an early 6-0 advantage.
But as the LadyChieftains have
done so well this year, they kept
theircomposure andcameback with
arally of their own. They scored
three runsin their halfof the third
inning, and gaveuponedefensively
in the bottom half, reducing the
deficit to 7-3.
Behind the hot arm of Johnson,
theLady Chieftain defense regrouped and blanked the Pirates over
the next three innings.
Their bats heated up as well,as
the team scored onerunin the fifth
and fourrunsin the sixth to take an
8-7 lead.
All four runs in the tremendous
sixth inning rally came with two
outs. Freshman Angeliqueßredice
startedoff the inning withasingle,

then stole second.
JuniorHeidiSwiftfollowed with
a walk. After a Holly Miller
strikeout and aCynthiaCruzfly out

to left,the Lady

even if it's just
pitching one inning," Beeter
said. "I'm just
excited to get
back out there.
"Hopefully I
can eventually
getback to where
—
I
knowI
canbe
beingable to put
a wholegame toand
gether

game and there is nobody there to
turn to."
TheLutes remained undefeated
in theNCICand improved to 22-3
overall, while the Lady Chieftains
fell to 4-15 overall.
The Lady Chieftains travel to
Oregonthis weekend forconference
doubleheaders against GeorgeFox
University and Lewis & Clark
College. Itis imperative that they
winiftheyare tomaketheplayoffs.
In order to do so, they need to
defeat some of the Washington
teams they will face in the upcomingweeks. TheNCIC is splitinto a
north (Washington schools) and
south division (Oregon schools),
with the top teams intheirdivisions
advancing to the playoffs.

Chieftains exploded.Bredice
scored on a
to
passedball,and
sophomore
Marissa Monto
roe walked.
Sophomore
MaryNelsonhit
asingle to right
Katie Shrope, SU pitcher
field, scoring
Swift and adChieftains were simply over- throwing well."
vancingMonroe to third
Shrope will take anyhelpshecan
Freshman Julie Weiskopf kept matched against anestablishedproget.
single
the inning alive with a
to gram. The Lutes began the year
"It eases my mind, because it's
right. Swift scored on the hit,and ranked fifth in the nation by the
NAIA,
nice
to know you have people to
currently
Nelson came around to score onan
and are
ranked
back
you up," Shrope said. "It is
errorby the rightfielder.
20th.
to thinkof you having abad
scary
outs
out
only
SU needed
threemore
With Johnson
for this cona
lot
of
heart
test,
complete
ng
Shrope
to
anamazi come-fromshowed
behind victory,but they continued and composure as she completed
their tradition of beating them- both games on the mound for SU.
This was a momentous task, foras
selves.
noted,she was having conplagued
Lady
Shrope
have
the
Errors
season,
TheSeattle University men's golf team got off to a slow start in
problems just the week beall
and
thebotfidence
Chieftains
its first two tournaments of the spring season with two near-last
tom half of the seventh inning fore.
place finishes.In the St.Martin'sInvitational at theMeriwoodGolf
proved tobe no different.
With nobody to turn to in the
CourseinLacey,the teambattled treacherous weatherconditions.
"We may just be concentrating bullpen, Shrope knew she would
havetostay focused,evenif she got
too much, and as a first-year proThecourse wassoaked withstanding waterinmanyplaces. James
Collins led theChieftains withscoresof 81 and84 overthe two-day
gram, part of that is not knowing caught in a jam.
event, finishing 1lthoverall. Most of the schools they competed
putting
what toexpect," Shrope saidofthe
PLU wasted no time
against wereNCAA DivisionIIschools.
haunting mental errors that have Shrope in a jam as the Lutes proOn March 31-April 1, the team competed in the Willamette
lingered with the team all season. vided the knockout blow with 10
Shrope
But
"They're hard to figure out.
inning.
runsin the first
Invitational in Salem, Ore. at theIllaheeCountry Club on the first
to
day and the Creekside Country Club on the second day. Andy
"When one player gets down on rebounded and came back throw
Bruno pavedthe way for theChieftains. He finished 1lth overall
herself,another caneasily follow." quite well for the remainderof the
with scores of 83 and 77, as the Chieftains finished eighth out of
An error byshortstopTianaIrish game, a greataccomplishment for
nine teams.
put the Pirates' leadoff hitter on such a young and inexperienced
"Playwasless than admirable,but considering itis a team full of
base. She was sacrificed over to player.
walk-ons there were signs of potential low numbers," said head
second on the ensuing play and
"I was nervous, but Ifelt like I
coach Mitch Norton. "Welook forward to the upcoming tournaadvanced to third on an error by could do it," Shrope said. "Ihad
had toovercome.
ments. We can only move upward."
Johnson.
some problems I
Starting today, the teamis competing in the University of Puget
Pirates slugger Heather Hedum Ijust wanted to avoid getting into
SoundInvitational,a two-day event. On Thursday,the tournament
ended the game with a two-run jams."
willbeheld atClassic CountryClub,andFriday 's competition will
single.
This time, the leadwas toomuch
from,
as the
be held at FirecrestCountry Club, bothinTacoma.
The Pirates finished the inning for SU to come back
Next week, the team willtravel toOregon to faceafield of NCIC
with two runs on just one hit, but Lady Chieftains dropped thegame
innings,
schools. On Wednesday,the teamwillcompeteatPumpkinRidge,
were aided by three SU errors,in by a score of 15-3 in five
to
victory
the course where Tiger Woods won the last of his three United
pullingout thedramatic 9-8
dropping theirconference record
-4,
hopes
out
StatesAmateur
titles.The secondlegof the tournament willbeheld
nearlywiping
any
Lady
of
asthe
Chieftainslost thecriti- 1
day
at TokateeCountry Club.
following
the
making
playoffs.
the
cal league contest.
to play at Pumpkin Ridge," said senior Collin
two,
Lady
the
Chieftains
"We're
excited
"Inbackofeveryone'sheads,we
game
In
"We
are
looking toplacea few spotshigher than wehave
Hastings.
first-inning
charge,
we
a
lotof
heldoffthe
Lute
making
know are
mental
PLU
been
so
far
this
season.
We haven't played extremely well, so
allowing
just
spread
we
makonerun.
errors that
shouldn't be
hopefully our best will come out."
ing,"Beeter said. "Ithink they will out the offensive attack this game,
start goingaway and our skills will scoring in everyinning en route to
show more, especially with ex- a 10-1 defeat of the Lady Chieftains.
perience."
Lady
Again, Shrope pitched a strong
the
game,
the
second
In.
Chieftains wouldstrike first blood. game in the second game of this
Irish singled to righ (field, scoring doubleheader against a national
CaseySprute,givingSUa1-0first- powerhouse. She noted that desinning lead.
pite thescores,sheknewshepitched
Whitworth came back to score alotbetter this week,a bigboost for
four runs in the bottom of the herconfidence. As theonlyhealthy
Ski team successful at nationals: The women's ski team
second, which wouldput the Lady pitcher right now, she still feels a
finishedninthin theNational CollegiateSkiingAssociationnational
Chieftainsbehind for good. Again lot of pressure.
raceatLoon Mountain,N.H. justbefore SpringBreak.Theteamwas
"Rightnow,I
just want toplay as
they tried to rally, but fell to the
poweredby freshman Jennifer Moss,withsenior MaryKleingartner
can, and overcome those
Pirates by a score of4-6.
hardas I
andsophomore TamaraConant alsoprovidingstrongperformances.
In this game, it wasn't errors that confidence problems," Shropesaid.
This was the third straight trip to thenational racefor thewomen's
need to work to
defeated the Lady Chieftains. "Inow know whatI
team.
Rather, itwas their second-biggest stay strongbothmentally andphysiNAIA AcademicAll-Americans
enemy, walks.PitcherKatie Shrope cally throughout the game."
Swimming: TimTeodoro and Jared Ellerbrock (men);Leanne
The freshmen on this extremely
walked sevenPirates and the Lady
Hick (women).Teodoro,asenior,hadthehighestGPA ofallNAIA
Chieftains left 10runners on base, young team havecomea long way
swimmers, with a3.84 average.Ellerbrock had thesecond-highest
once again beating themselves.
and have matured tremendously.
GPA at 3.79.
"We need to forget about the Shrope is a great example of it.
Basketball:Leigh-Anne Raschkow (women);Mark Stottlemyre,
mentalerrors,"Shrope said. "Som- Although she found the toughness
Mark Lamprecht and Arne Klubberud (men).
etimes we let things linger in our to endure the doubleheader, she
All-NCICBasketball TeamSelections
minds, but we need to look past saidshewillbe extremelyhappy to
Second team:Mandy Matzke (women).
themandkeep our confidence up." seeBeeterand Johnson return.
Honorable mention: Leigh-Anne Raschkow and Stefanie
Tuesday, against Pacific
"Anything Ican do to help the
Hodovance (women);Mark Stottlemyre (men).
Lutheran University, the Lady pitching staff willmakeme happy,

We need forget about the mental
errors. Sometimes we let things linger
in our minds, but we need look past
them and keep our confidence up.
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1998 season a mixed bag for SU men's tennis
MATT ZEMEK
Associate Sports Editor

that he had a stress fracture inhis
leftankle.Berningerhas beenplayingwith anklepain for thepast two
seasons,and with each match he
played this year, the pain grew
steadily worse.
The day after a March 7 match
against WhitworthCollege,thepain
became unbearable. Berninger fi-

and GeoffPohl
Lastyear, Araiza and Pohl beat
Walterand Scott. This year wasno
different,as the Warriors' doubles

usual. This put the Chieftains ina
toughposition on Saturday,andit
showed.In thematches thatdid not
involve Walter or Scott, SU was
handilydefeated by PLU.
At the beginning of the year,SU
though
head coach John Cassens
—
that the big three Walter, Scot
and Berninger could carry SUto
theNCICtitle.As theseason has progressed, the
big three has carried the
Chieftains a long way, to
thirdplace in the confer
ence behind PLU and
Willamette University

that a guy"sgoing to winby watchcan acinghim hit (in practice).I

cept it."

Cassensexplainedthat for young
players like Jafre,match toughness
are having remarkably dominant specialists confounded Walter and
and on-court savvy are incredibly
seasons, the Seattle University Scott with their doubles savvy and
important at the collegiate level.
men's tennis team is playing well unique formations.
Because of the growing process
enough to rank amongthe NCIC's
On Saturday, Walter and Scott
that has taken place this year,
best, but not enough to beat them. bounced back, defeatingPLU's tanCassens said that of his four years
Overthepast weekend,theChief- dem of Matt Braund and
at SU, "this is my second favorite
tains lost twomatches. On Friday, Clayton Harris, 8-6, in a
year of coaching. Ilike the cohein a match not initially on SU's hard-fought battle. With
a
sivenessof this group."
1998 schedule, the Chieftains fell thewin.SU'sduoclimbed
Cassens also said that the future
to
4-0 to Lewis and Clark State Col- to 11-2 on the year, 10-1
of SU's program will desuccess
lege in arain-shortened contest at in dual match play. The
on
his ability to get higher
(in
pend
the Connolly Tennis Center. On combo split twomatches
depth
However,
SU's
numbers
of solid recruits, as opSaturday at Connolly, SU lost 5-2 at the Rolex ChampionCASSENS, SU MEN'S
JOHN
to
a
few plum recruits like
gooc
posed
hasn't
been
simply
ships,anoff-season event
toPacific Lutheran University,the
to
lift
the
and
Scott. He hinted that
enough
TENNIS
COACH
ChiefWalter
first-place team in the NCIC. The played last October in
at all six roster slots,
quality
depth
higher.
any
tains
Lcwiston,
Idaho.
losses dropped SU's match record
Seeing the teamlose amidst the as opposedto adominant top three,
Saturday's action (see box,bot- nally submitted to an x-ray and
to 6-5, 5-4 in the conference.
is willproduce a better team.
Friday 'smatchagainst Lewis and tomright on this page)presented a discovered that hesustained a frac- dominance of Walter and Scott
This season has affirmed that
something
but
it's
that
frustrating,
ture
the
side
of
his
ankle.
scenario
Chieftains:
in
back
forthe
Clark featured all three doubles familiar
theory.
can
understand.
He
exstatus
will
be
deterCassens
playing
SU's
His
provided
#4,
#5 and #6 Walter and Scott
matches and the
For now, Cassens will focus on
singles matches. The biggest set- onlysingles anddoubles wins.SU's mined this week,but hischancesof plained that preseasonevaluations
of talent do not translateinto wins. WalterandScott (seesidebarstory,
backof those six matches was suf- situationhas not been aided by the returning are not good.
Without Berninger, SU's depth
"KamranJafre.a freshman(SU's below)as theypreparefortheNCIC
fered by SU's top doubles team, loss of Erik Berninger, who gave
in three
Jesse Walter and Jeff Scott. The SUmuch-needed depthand quality has been sorely tested in the past #5 player), was struggling men- conference tournament
two
players
weeks.
of
his
"(Early
Seeing
in the
month, as the rest of the roster, tally," Cassenssaid.
from the third spot on the roster.
duo, who had not. lost a doubles
would
was
but
now
the
NAIA
Nationals
tight,
down,
so
make
has season) he
Berningerhas beenout ofaction from the fourth spot on
match allyear, fell 8-4 to LCSC's
makethe
1998
success.
campaign
can't
tell
a
getting
he's
better. You
top doubles team of Dan Araiza since March 8, when he learned had to play one slot higher than
In a year where twoof its players

—

You can't tell that guy's
going win by watching

him hit

practice).

SU's dynamic duo primed to make nationals
thriveindoubles, which requiresa
lot of net play, represents justhow
muchthepair hasexcelled this seaa
poexperience
is
son.'ln the words of Bud Collins,
Talent and
tent combination. Just askJesse the legendary tennis writer for the
Walter and Jeff Scott, the dy- Boston Globe, Walter and Scott
namic duoofthe Seattle Univer- havemadethe "dean'slistindubs,"
winning 11 of 13 matches. The
sity men's tennis team.
pair'
s emergenceasadoublesforce
haveexcelledfor
players
Both
theChieftains overthe years.This is the result of better attention to
year, WalterandScott have only detail,accordingto theirheadcoach,
gotten better, producing stellar John Cassens.
"They listen to and implement
senior seasons in singles and
doubles.Both are undefeated at strategies," Cassens said."They're
11-0 in dual match singles play keepingtheballlow (whichmakes
this year. Walter'soverallrecord for easier volleys) and are paying
is 14-1,theresult ofhismarch to attention to where they serve and
the finals of the Rolex Champi- wheretheyhittheballonthecourt."
With theirdoubles winonSaturonshipslast October. Scott, who
Rolex,
(see story,above),Walter and
day
lostinthefirst roundofthe
stands at 11-1.
Scottlocked up the top seedfor the
doublesdivisionof
theNCICConsingles
prowess,
Given their
late April.
doublessucference
Tournamentin
Walter' sand Scott's
doubles,
they
are
in
surprise
good
As
as
pleasant
cesshasbeen a
specialize
to
Scott
both
in
baseliners
Walter
and
year.
this
For two

MATT ZEMEK
Associate Sports Editor
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Sales

singles. Possessing a wealth of
match toughnesshasenabled them
to win when their shotmaking has
not been at its best.
Such was the case on Saturday
against PLU, as Walter and Scott
wondespitesluggishefforts Walter
ranintoproblems inthe secondset
of his match,but still managed to
defeatMattBraundin straight sets,
6-2, 7-5. Scott hada horrible first
set but stormed back to take the
nexttwo setsandhismatch against
Clayton Harris, 4-6, 6-1,6-2.
Walter cruised inthe first set of
hismatchbutstruggledmightilyin
the second,makingalotofcareless
errorsandgivingBraundeasypoints
in the process.Down 4-5, Walter
had to serve to stay in the set.He
heldandthenbrokeBraund at5-all.
Serving at 6-5, Walter closed out
thematch.After the match, Walter
talkedabouthis ability toplay well
on the bigpoints.

.

Are You Interested in an Internship
Where Your Hard Work Will Pay Off?
one that recognizes and rewards
Join a company that provides great training...
1 billion,
individualperformance. AutomaticData Processing(ADP) is a $4.segment,
30,000-employee computing service leader. Our largest business
Employer Services provides total out-sourcing solutions for Payroll and lax
Management services. Our record on Wall Street of 37 years of consecutive
double-digitrevenueand earnings growth is unparalleled.
We seek goal-oriented, part time Interns for our REDMOND office. These
positions will assist Sales Representatives in developingatheir sales territories.
Successful individuals must have an interest in pursuing professionaloutside
sales career after graduation, enjoy competitive situations, and have a
disciplined workethic. Must be available to work Monday-Friday,15-20 hrs/
wk (flexible); $7.00-$B.OO per hour.
If youhave anoverwhelming desireto succeed andare committedto a career in sales,
then please fax or mail your resume, indicatingthat you are applying for an internship
200,
position, to: Steve Roussos, ADP, 5000 148th Avenue NE, Suite
Redmond, WA 98052. Fax: 425-882-4198. Or call: 425-882-5432. Web:
www.adp.com ADP believes thatdiversity leads to strength. We are anAffirmative

.

Chieftain tennis notebook
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PART TIME INTERNSHIPS

"That's been the difference all won 11 of 12 games to steamroll
year," Walter said. "On the big his way to the three-set victory.
points Imade sure to hit an extra Scott credited his tactics for the
shot. Consistencyis thekey."
turnaround in thematch.
Braund,
Walter
"Iwas alittlemore focused and
For his winover
hit
heavier topspin shots," Scott
Player
NCICTennis
wasnamedthe
said. "He has short backswings
ofthe Week.
washitting theballearly, soI
Harris,
and
against
hismatch
Scott
In
suffered through anerror-filledfirst wanted to take away his power."
Though histopspinshots turned
set,unusual givenhis reputationas
aconsistent groundstroker. But as the tide,Scott credited the win to
thematchprogressed,Scottquickly his experience.
"My mental maturity has enwent from no man's land to the
zone. He peppered the ball and abled me to win three-setters,"
drilleda number of winners down Scott said,noting a career tradethelines Scottalso gotabetterread mark. "(That fact)isincreasingly
on Harris' serve, running around so, now thatI'ma senior."
What'salsobecomingincreasthe serve to his forehand side and
ingly
apparent is that Walterand
away.
blasting
Sensingthat the momentum was Scott,inbothsinglesanddoubles,
shifting, Harris tried to rattle Scott stand an excellent chance ofrepwithseveral nervousrushes to the resenting the Chieftains at the
net in the last two sets. The tactic NAJA National Tournament. To
failed miserably. Scott remained do that, they will need to call on
unflappable from thebaseline and allof their talent andexperience.

MEN'S TENNIS
PLU 5,Seattle U.2
Sat., April 4,Connolly Tennis Center

UPCOMINGMATCHES
Fri., April 10: @ Whitworth College, 2 p.m.
Sat., April 11 :@ Whitman College,10 a.m.

SUplayers in BOLD
Singles (PLU,4-2)
Matt Braund, 6-2, 7-5
DEFEATED
1 Jesse Walter
Harris,4-6, 6-1, 6-2
Clayton
DEFEATED
2. Jeff Scott
6-1,6-1
Henry,
to
Kam
ran
LOST
Paul
3.
Jafre
6-3, 6-2
Thornton,
to
RyanTuininga
LOST
Rob
4.
6-1,6-1
Snyder,
to
Meighem
LOST
Will
5. Joe Van
Lunoe,
6-0,
to
Leif
6-1
PunzalLOST
6. Joel

WOMEN'S TENNIS
SPRING BREAK SCORES
March 13: LOST to PLU, 5-2

.

Doubles (PLU won doubles point, 2 matches to 1)
1 Walter/Scott DEFEATED Braund/Harris, 8-6
2. Jafre/Tuininga LOST to Henry/Thornton,8-0
3. VanMeighem/PunzalLOST to Snyder and
Karl Sjoborg, 8-2

.

Action/Equal Opportunity Employer, M,F, D,V.
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H n n m m hi

SPRINGBREAK SCORES
March 27: DEFEATED University of Puget Sound,5-2
March 28:DEFEATED Albertson's College,7-0

Hawaii Tournament Results
Allmatches in Honolulu,HI
March 23: DEFEATED Skagit ValleyCollege, 5-4
March 24: LOST to Southern Oregon,5-4
March 26: LOST to Brigham YoungHawaii,7-0
March 27: LOST to Hawaii Pacific, 6-0
UPCOMINGMATCHES
Fri., April 10 vs. Whitman, 2 p.m.
Sat., April 11 vs. Whitworth, 2 p.m.
Both matches areat the Connolly Tennis

Center (at the Seattle Tennis Center ifrain)
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Women's tennis improves
with a winning weekend
"They're using their strategies

Matt Zemek
Associate Sports Editor

more,"Johnson said."They'relooking for short balls, hittingat three-

Despite a losing record, the Seattle University women's tennis
team is making big strides as it
nearsthehomestretchof itsseason.
After losing to Lewisand Clark
State on Friday and defeating
Albertson'sCollege on Saturday,
the Lady Chieftains made their
weekend a victorious oneon Sun-

day,defeating Willamette University, 4-3.SU's recordnow stands at

5-12 overall, 3-7in the NCIC.
The LadyChieftainsusedacombination of intelligence and guts to
defeat Willamette, signs that the
team learned from its five-day
Spring Break tournament inHonolulu, Hi. SU assistant coach B.J.

quarter speed, and are trying to
open up the court. That's what the
other teamsdid tous (inthe Hawaii
tournament). It gave the girls a
chance to bond more, but it also
gave the girls a chance to see that
our strategies work."
Johnson explained that the Hawaii tournament was importantbecause his team got to play several
matches against seasoned scholarship players, players who didn't
miss achance to use effective tactics. Johnson felt that his team
played well in Hawaii (see scores
onpage 13), but now he wants his
team to learn from that experience.

Beyond shotmaking, Johnson

—

—

Lady Chieftains to study their opponents not theball as the team
enters thefinal weeksofits season.
"We've got to anticipate shots
more," Johnson said. "We have to
watch the position and the shot
motionofthe ball striker."
SU's performance against
Willamette showed that the Lady
Chieftains,toughenedby their tour
of duty inHawaii, are steadily improving in their ability to focus
during matches. Two particular
matches told the story ofSU's improvement as a team.
Oneof SU's problems this year
has been a lack ofdepth. TriciaLee
left the team early in the year, but
returned onMarch 24. OnSunday,
Lee pulled out a gritty three-set
win, 3-6, 6-4, 6-3. Her victory
provedtobe thedifference inSU's
one-point win.
Megan Joyce also played an inspired match for the Lady ChieftainsagainstWillamette. SU'snumber twoplayer was relegated to the
fifth spot because of a hamstring

injury. Nevertheless, she fought
through the pain to cruise through
hermatchin straight sets, 6-1,6-1.
The Lady Chieftains, strength-

ened emotionallyand tactically,will
try toapply theirnewfound lessons
in the final weeks of the campaign.
Season-ending success will make
their strugglesin1998 worthwhile.
OTHERMATCHRESULTS:
Erin Weller won, 6-1, 6-1;

Molly McCarthy /

Photo Editor

SU's Tricia Lee smashes aserve duringSunday's match,

Denise Ayakawa won, 6-0, 6-0;
Chaise Ewert lost, 6-2, 6-2; Carrie Weldon lost, 6-2, 6-4.
In doubles, Weller and
Ayakawa won, 8-3; Joyce and
Ewert lost, 8-2; and Lee and
Weldon lost,8-5,giving Willamette
the doubles point.
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STA TRAVEL

TRAVEL ORGANIZATION.
We've been there.
BOOK YOUR TICKET ONLINE AT:

Smooth sailing does not describetheSeattle University crew
team'sperformance inits season
opener.That's thebadnews. The
good news is that the Chieftains
have several more chances to
improve on theirmaiden voyage
of the 1998 Spring season.
SU's varsityfour boatsfinished
last in the men's and women's
divisionsof theHuskyInvitational
Regatta,heldinSeattlelast Saturday. TheChieftains,whoparticipate in rowing as a club sport,
faced schools who compete as
varsity sports. As a result, the
teamscompetingagainst SU were
morerace-tested and muscular.
In addition to their lack of
strength and raw power, a thin
roster also caught up with the
Chieftains, according to varsity
head coach HughDodd.
"We've had a higher attrition
rate than usual this year," Dodd
said."It's frustrating to have this
happen."Doddexplained thatthe
contingent of SU rowers in the
fall(atthe startof the season)was
"the biggest I
had in sevenyears
of coaching." With injuries and
other departures, that foundation
has been eroded.
In assessing the races, Dodd
was particularly disappointed
with the men's fours, who won
their heat at this event last year.
As for the women's fours, Dodd
hinted thattheirmerepresencein
this eventwassignificant,because
they did not compete in1997.
Looking ahead to this
weekend's Gonzaga Invitational
in Spokane, Wash.,Doddis hop-

"This isa wake-up call for the
guys," Dodd said. "They have a
clearer pictureof what they have
to work on:conditioning." Dodd
explained that the varsity boats
startedwellinthe first500meters
of their 2,000-meter race, only to
falterover thefinal 1,500 meters.
Unlike the varsity Chieftains,
thenovice Chieftains must focus
on their starting form.
Bothnoviceboats finishedthird
at the Husky Invitational. The
women's fours finished third in
their 2,000-meter race.Willamette
University won, while Seattle
Pacific finished second. Pacific
Lutheran University finished
fourth andLewis andClarkCollegebrought in the rear.
SU novice coach Martin
Otterson waspleased.
"The women had been working very hard," Otterson said.
"They came together for a good
race, though theyneed to workon
technique and stamina."
Otterson said that the key for
his team is to enter races with a
loose andconfident approach.
"If they can relax,theboat will
run a lot smoother at the start,"
Otterson said. "It allcomes back
to nervousness. Not panicking
early in therace is the key."
The men's fours finished third
inathree-team race,buttheboats
infrontof them came from establishedrowingprograms, theUniversity of Washington and Western Washington University.
"They looked really smooth,"
Otterson said. "I was impressed
with their performance, given
their lack of practice time."

As a kid, you drew the perfect house.

London

Fares roundtnp from Seattle am)donot include
tax whichruns anextra140 $80
suoiect to change. Some restrictions apply.

ing thathis charges willbemotivatedtoput thisracebehindthem.

MATT ZEMEK
Associate Sports Editor
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Now, make it come true with a no-fee home-equity
oan k° m Washington School Employees Credit
Union, with rates as low as 8% APR.
Call now to apply. Then, take a long walk,
pat the dog, or just relax. With your Credit Union,
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HOCKEY PLAYERS!

Marketing

Join the S.U. club hockey team for
its inaugural season to begin in the
fall. Beginners with decent skating
abilities and Gretzky wannabes
alike are invited. Club-level team
is forming, a few slots are left,
reply ASAP! Club also needs an
S.U. staff or faculty member for an
advisor. Call Don at (206) 7201039 or e-mail at
hockeywinger@worldnet.att.net

No sales; appointment setting only.
$8.00-$15.00 hr. + Bonuses. Convenient location and shift schedules for
students. Please call mornings:
Laura, (206) 783-0202, afternoons/
evenings, Brett (206) 812-6340.
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Direct Marketing Position

Summer Nanny
Summer nanny in Bellevue for 2
great kids, 11 and 7. Goodpay
(s3oo/wk+gas), lots of fun. Must
have good driving record, no
smoking, references. Call Monica
at (425) 641 -6527, leave message.

Duties include postering and brand
promotion at Seattle andEastside-area
universities. Part-time, $100-$150/
week, flexible hours, must have own
transportation. Potential for full-time
position. To apply, send a resume and
COVer letter attention Bryce either by
e-mail bryce@joeaverage.com, or by
fax, (206) 729-8001

.

Direct Marketing Position
Duties include postering at Seattlearea universities. Part-time, $6.50/
hr, flexible hours, must have own
transportation. Potential for fulltime position. To apply, send a
resume and cover letter attention
Bryce either by e-mail
bryce@joeaverage.com or by fax
(206)729-8001.

BHBBbHBHBHiMbMJS
TUTORING OFFERED

In Physics, Pre-Calculus,Calculus,
differential equations, linear Algebra and Statistics. Get a C or better,
or otherwise 50% refund. $15/hr.
Omid @ (425) 869-2567.
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Above-average competence in writing,reporting and editing
of the ethical and legal standards of journalism
" Understanding
to direct a staff in the regular publication of The Spectator
" Ability
Good academic standing(2.5 cumulative GPA or better)
" Acquaintance
withthe Seattle University community.
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letter of application explaining their interest
"A
resume, including three references and GPA
\^
" AA completed
small portfolio of previous journalistic writing and editing work.
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1 The application deadline is Monday, April 20, 1 998.
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Send applicationpackets to:
Nancy Gerou, c/o Student Development, Seattle University, 900 Broadway,
Seattle, WA 98122.
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From the Activites Office

ASSU

W Join us for Acoustic Night!
f\ t^i
\ WV

Don't miss out on Acoustic Night
April 14 from 8 to 10 p.m. in the
Lower SUB. Bring your friends
anc y° ur homework to listen to
tne Performances of Krlsty

'

Bormann, Jim Schmidt, Tim
lwfrJ\.
//
f
jDeGregori and Lisa
The ASSU Page is prepared by theASSU office. This page is for
the advertisements of registered clubs and organizations. For more
information, please contact the ASSU office at 296-6050.

V

/sambataro.

See you there!

Don t miss 21-and-over games night!
f

All American and International Students are invited to
Crossroads Cafel
Are you interested in talking with students from all over
the world? Do you want to know more about other countries? Crossroads Cafe isthe best place to meet students
from a lot of countries. Beverages available are
lattes, mochas, italian sodas, tea, etc.. Donations are $1.50 without a mug, $1 with a
mug. Hope we see you soon!
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It's that time of year again!

If you are 21 years or older, there is
no reason to miss the games night
on April 17, from 7 to 10 p.m. in the
lower SUB. If you don't go, these
are the exciting events you are going to miss:
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night full of fun.
j

We will be hosting a
Chicano muralist, catered dinner, folkloric dancers, pinatas, and a dance. Come and boogie to Salsa, Nortena,
Mambo, and Quebradita music!
Tickets are $8 for the entire evening or $5 for the dance
only (9 p.m. to midnight). Doors open at 6 p.m., event
begins at 6:30 p.m.
Tickets can be purchased in the Office of Minority Student
Affairs, Campus Assistance Center, the Education Department
and through M.E.Ch.A. members.
For more information, call Haydee at 329-2713, or Elizabeth at

621-5593.

CELEBRATE SENIORS!
66 DAY COUNTDOWN TO
GRADUATION
PLACE -THE ATTIC
TIME -April 9, from 9:30
p.m. to midnight.
Besides good food, and
tasty drinks, free senior
cruise tickets will be the
big prize for the night.
Some drinks require ID.
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-Playing pool
-Playing ping-pong
-Playing board games
-Listening to music
-Eating free food
-Engaging in other 21-andover activities.
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Make sure to bring your IDs!
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Congratulations to Lip Sync winners!
The winners of last Saturday's Lip Sync were:
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Brought to youby the Senior Class Committee.

TRIANGLE CLUB MEETING
TUESDAY, APRIL 14
CASEY 516 8 P.M.
GENERAL MEETING, OPEN TO ALL

Your Roommate's Bra
Private Reserve

Transformation
Thanks groups for your wonderful presentationsl

